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| ~山申PACIFIC MARITIME SECURITY AND THE U.S.， JAPAN AND CHINA RELAT削 SHIPFOR M I 

ESTABLISHING THE SECURITY OF FREE MARITIME ACTIVITIES 

Riding a wave of remarkable economic growth and aiming at 
a rapid incr白 seof its interests. in Asian-Pacific waters， Chi-
na is enhancing its naval presence. At the same time， japan， 
the United States and the coastal nations of East Asia， seeing 
this as a threat to the safety and security of the same waters， 
have increased their sense of caution. The U.S.， in a global I・e-
alignment of its armaments， is reexamining its defense budget 
while at the same time China is in the midst of increasing the 
funding of its naval forces. In the foreseeable future， how will 
the balance of naval forces in East Asia change? WiII maritime 
security be maintained? 
We are pleased to welcome former commanders ofthe U.S. 

and Chinese navies as well as the japan Maritime Self-Defense 
Force in a dialogue on each nation's. basic position and out-
look for the future of the security of the seas of East Asia. 
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of the right to national self-defense.官官Chinese
Navy lags behind those of Japan and the United 
States， and perhaps due to this rapid growth is 
perceived as a threat. Our three nations have a 
common responsibility as major naval forces to 
build a cooperative relationship rather than a 
rivalry. 1 think the most important thing is not 
capability but intention， how you use your capa-
bilities and influence. 

Handa: 1 have also graduated from a Chinese 
university so 1 believe that 1 understand Chinese 
thinking. However， isn't there quite a gap in rela-
tion to naval enhancement between the Chinese 
understanding and that ofJapan and the West? 

Yang: Inside China there exists a mountain 
of problems， and regarding China's actions to 
ward the East China Sea among other issues， 
the Chinese people see the government as being 
weak.τhis gap is unnaturally large. 1 think that 
through good communication with other na-
tions the intention of each side becomes c1earer 
and we can feel more comfortable. 

Handa: 1n the same way that the government 
and the navy of China are obtaining the support 
of the Chinese people， isn't there also a need for 
educational activities? For Japan， what is threat-
ening about China? 

Koda: China's conduct at sea is felt to be over-
bearing by neighboring countries. 1n one sense， 
the intention changes overnight. The issue that 
Japan is most concerned about is that we don't 
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Handa: Two key words regarding military 
security are A21.冶D(Anti-Access/Area Denial) 
and ASB (Air-Sea BattIe). A2/AD is a postula-
tion concerning China's defense strategy by a 
U.S.-centered maritime strategic group and ASB 
is a strategy combining the 0除 nsivecapabilities 
of the air force and the navy to surmount A2仇D.
What are your thoughts on this military power 
balance? 

K叫副 1tmay be surmised that in order to al-
low China to exert influence in Asia the A2/AD 
of the United States was created as a core，security 
strategy. A庇町 WorldWar II， the United States 
has effectively employed an air strl¥tegy. Here-
after， the key to maximizing U.S. capability is 
how well the world's strongest air force and navy 
is utilized and this is one answer by the United 
States in regard to China's A2/AD. 

It is precisely trilateral cooperation 

that is mutually benefieial 

Handa: How does China see the United States 
and how does the U.S. see China? 

Y副 g:If these three countries were.to fight 
each other， there would be no winner and we 
would all be losers. 1t is precisely our security re-
lationships and coop町 ativerelationships that are 
beneficial to all sides. China has strengthened its 
defense capabilities， but there is no intention to 
drive away the United States from the Western 

“Cooperate in a common partnership"-Yang 
“Trust between navies through joint training"ーGoldman
“'Agre抗erdialogue between japan， the U.S. and China"ーHanda
understand China's vision for the future. 1nto the 
future， there is the need to build trust through 
dialogue. 

A2/AD and ASB 

H胡 da:官官 U.S.Navy has deployed the dip-
lomatic strategy CARAT (Cooperation Afloat 
Readiness Training) to balance the actual capa-
bilities， including the naval force of friendly na-
tions， along the coast of the South China Sea. 

McDev比t:CARAT has been effective， but 
with sovereignty disputes nationalism rears 
its head. 1f military force increases， there are 
changes.in tension， and intentions may change. 
τherefore， the United States spends much time 
engaging Asian nations， building up the habit of 
cooperation and improving capacity building in 
relation to China. 

Pacific. We hope for positive and constructive 
actions: Japan and the United States accepting 
a strong China， and China responding with the 
correct actions appropriate for its increased mili-
tary force. 1t is important to accept both these di-
rections. 1n the long run 1田 pectthat there will 
be understanding based on our actions. 

McDevitむChinahas no intention of driving 
the United States out， but it is also a fact that Chi-
n必 defensecapabilities are improving. With an 
enhancement in military power could the intenC 

tion change? Provisions for this eventuality are 
also necessary. 

Goldman: 1 have experience serving as a ma-
rine in Iraq and Afghanistan. 1n recent years， 
the U.S. Defense Department has placed a great-
er emphasis on the value of preventative action. 
With ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian 

The deepening East Asian 

町lariti打、eIssue 

Handa: 1n recent years， in places such as the 
South China Sea and East China Sea the actions 
of the Chinese Navy are becoming a threat to na-
tions in the region. FirstIy， from the perspective 
of the U.S. Navy， could you please tell us your 
basic thoughts? 

McDevitt: Other than the issue ofNorth Ko-
rea， all the .reniaining security issues in East Asia 
have a maritime dimension and are of a mari-
time and sovereignty related nature. It is my p町田

sonal opinion that the most important時suefor 
the United States and for our allied partners in 
the region is the changing balance in maritime 
power. As China's、defensecapabilities increase 
and the line of defense moves further offshore， 
this needs to be balanced， and it is the United 
States' responsibility to provide security to our 
allied partners that keeps pace with these chang-
es.官官 bestway to understand the relationship 
between allied partners is to divide up respon-
sibilities. We call this“roles and missions" and 
the shorthand way to understand this is Japan 
provides the “shield" and the United States pro-
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Nations) partners， this emphas随時 seenin the 
holding of multilateral gatherings. We think 
a slight contribution to prevention is worth a 
tremendous amount more than something that 
could br凶gwar about. 1 think the U.S. role over 
multiple decades has helped to bring about a be-
nign environment that has allowed phenomenal 
growth in Asia and it is incumbent on us to con-
tinue this role. 

H胡 d副 τho田 atthe top of the navy seem 
to be truly amicable; however， one point is that 
there is not adequate dialogue between the na-
vies of Japan and China. If an amicable dialogue 
eventuates， animosity will weaken， and this is a 
condition necessary to maintain security in the 
Pacific region. 

Considering the Senkaku 

Islands issue 

Handa: 1 think that in order for the Senkaku 
Islands issue to. not be an exacerbated problem 
between China and Japan， efforts on both sides 
are required 

Kod副首eo侃ciaIstance of the Japanese gov-
ernment is“regarding the Senkaku Islands， a 
territorial dispute between Japan and China 
does not existアOnthe other hand， it is also a 
fact that since the 1970s， China began to strong-
Iy claim sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands. 
Whatisdi伍cultis that the friction between the 
world of the stated， public position and that of 
~eality must be reconciled.百日 Japanesestance 
should not be changed， but what is important 
is preventing real friction from αpanding into 
conflict through a multifaceted approach. 

Handa: Beginning with the Law of the Sea， 
there are many undeveloped aspects of Japanese 
laws and internationallaws for the provision of 
border disputes. 

Yang:官官Chinesepeople do have a common 
understanding that the Diaoyu Islands (Senka-
ku Islands) belong to China， historically. How-
ever， presently our three nations are facing the 
di伍cultiessuch as economic recovery and it is 
not a time to problematize this issue. Diplomacy 
and peaceful negotiations are the only ways to 
resolve this issue and any military for臼 isout of 
the question.百lIsshould not be used as a tactic 
by particular political figures. 

McDe吋tt:百1eU.S. position consists of two 
points. Firstly， the Senkaku Islands are under 
the administrative control of Japan.百1esecond 
point is that the United States officially takes no 
position either on the side ofJapan or Chinaτhe 

vides the “spearア
Koda: 1 am very interested in the future of 

China's maritime activities. Compared to the 
China of 20 years ago， China is most Iikely.in-
vesting tens of times more in its n田ryand in 10 to 
20 years will most probably maintain a consid-
erably larger force. If this happens， the balance 
hitherto maintained will completely collapse. 

Handa: When there is a clash of national 
interests， a .fair dialogue cannot be conducted 
without a military balance. If the situation con-

er， there is a possibility that this will change de-
pending on what happens in congressional poli-
tics and the presidential campaign. 

Koda:百1eannual Japanese defense budget is 
$50 billion (￥4 trillion). On the other hand， the 
United States will redu.ce its military budget by 
$500 billion over the next 10 years and moreover 
Congress is calling for another similar reduction 
in the military budget. The problem is， amid 
these budgetary reductions， how will the U.S: 
and Jap叩 maintainthe balance of maritime 

“Let's. build a practice. of mutual cooperation"一門cDevitt
“門aintaina balance at sea"ーlく。da

tinues in this manner there目 apossib出tyof 
a power reversal. Since 2008， there has been a 
concern that despite these changes in the situ-
ation of affairs， in J apan no progress has been 
made on a politi日 1or military response. 

McDevitむ LastNovember， U.S. President 
BaraとkObama announced a "pivot，" a military 
force rebalancing plan toward Asia. The planned 
rate of growth reductions in the defense budget 
will be applied to areas outside of Asia. Howev-

force?官官biggestproblem is that there has been 
no specific discussion on a mutual reorganiza-
tion and there is no mechanism of adjustment. 

The strengthening Chinese Navy 

H剖 da:Please tell us your thoughts on the 
Chinese Navy's increasing naval power. 

Yang: Maritime security is vital for China's 
foreign trade-driven economic development. 
The enhancement of naval power is the exercise 
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answer is that we hope that wise nationalleaders 
m叩 ageand keep this issue under control. 

For the safety of the 

Pacific region 

H副 da:官官reis a very large gap with our Jap-
anese understanding that the Senkaku Islands 
are Japanese territory， but perhaps， if it was not 
for natural resources， there would be no issue. 
Finally， your opinions please. 

Goldm胡:Regarding maritime issues， one 
role for the Marine Corps is training wi白 our
counterparts in the SelιDefense Force in the 
case of an emergency scenario developing in 
the Western Pacific， to prepare more promptly， 
and to cooperate in order to prevent action that 
may threaten. If China was to think of changing 
the status quo， this may have real value in terms 
of how it would impact on decision making in 
China. We need to find areas where we can co-
operate， and areas where there is a lack of trust， 
and we need to think of ways ofhow to overcome 
these官官reare some good trends out there， the 
growth of multilateral exercises involving many 
nations. China sometimes observes such exercis-
es that the Uふ conducts'even if they are not dト
rectly involved. At the end of the day. the sea has 
a natural way of uniting people and 1 think that 
might be our best hope. 

Y胡g:This region is facing a time of profound 
change also in a geopolitical sense， and as the 
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major players in the region， the United States， 
Jap~n and China should develop a c∞perative 
partnership. 1t is cooperation that serves the in-
terests of all people， and it is confrontation that 
torments all people. 

Koda: On occasion there is a large gap be-
tween Chinese norms and what we over the 
years have built up to be the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea， and this leads 
to a double standard. Especially in relation to 
the application of internationallaw， it is difficult 
to understand what China's interpretation will 
be. Not only military budgets， _but in terms of 
how China perceives the existence of and uses 
knowledge and technology， 1 think it is how you 
approach filling in the intent and other uncer-
tain points. 

McDevlは:百1eUnited States is committed to 
being an active player in East Asia. Our contin-
ued forward presence contributes to peace and 
stability and this results in economic growth， 
and economic growth is in the national interest 
ofJapan， China and the United States.官官 best
way to characterize our approach， at least with 
the U.S.-Japan alliance， is hope for the best and 
prepare for the worst. 

H副 d副首esecurity of the Pacific回 gionis 
actuaIly directly related to what is already fa-
miliar to us百lfoughthis discussion involving 
military experts， 1 think our understanding in 
relation to maritime security has deepened. 
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